MOVE OUT/JUMP OFF (MOJO)

World’s only compact, multi-network expeditionary tactical gateway currently in use with all U.S. Military Services

- **Built-in resiliency and redundancy** with PACE execution in one system
- **Increased capability** with multiple waveforms and networks in one system
- **Reduced communications infrastructure** with one system
- **One system with consolidated COPs** vs. multiple systems with multiple COPs
- **3x year-over-year in production capacity**
- **200+ Units delivered**

**MOJO is a significant contributor to Viasat’s portfolio of Non-Developmental Item (NDI) offerings** — designed to rapidly deliver next-generation technology solutions ahead of the traditional government procurement model by leveraging Viasat’s agile development process and flexible business model.

In use by all U.S. Military Services, U.S. National Guard, coalition partners, and deployed throughout the U.S. Department of Defense’s Combatant Commands

NSA Type 1 certified and Link 16 CMI compliant

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE?
Visit viaSat.com/mojo, email mojo@viaSat.com, or call 760.795.6334